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Abstract

With LLMs shifting their role from statistical modeling of language to serving1

as general-purpose AI agents, how should LLM evaluations change? Arguably,2

a key ability of an AI agent is to flexibly combine, as needed, the basic skills it3

has learned. This capability to combine skills plays an important role in (human)4

pedagogy and also in a recent paper on emergence phenomena (Arora & Goyal,5

2023). A new evaluation, SKILL-MIX , is introduced to measure this capability.6

Using a list of N skills the evaluator repeatedly picks random subsets of k skills7

and asks the LLM to produce text combining that subset of skills. Since the8

number of subsets grows like Nk, for even modest k this evaluation will, with9

high probability, require the LLM to produce text it has not seen in the training10

set. The paper develops a methodology for (a) designing and administering such11

an evaluation, and (b) automatic grading (plus spot-checking by humans) of the12

results using GPT-4 as well as the open LLaMA-2 70B model.13

Administering a version of SKILL-MIX to popular chatbots gave results that, while14

generally in line with prior expectations, contained surprises. Sizeable differences15

exist among model capabilities —including suspected cases of “cramming for the16

leaderboard”— that are not captured by their ranking on popular LLM leaderboards.17

Our methodology can flexibly change to future models and model capabilities, by18

expanding the set of skills being tested and increasing k. By publicly releasing19

the SKILL-MIX methodology, we hope it may grow into an eco-system of open20

evaluations for AI capabilities, including in multi-modal settings. These may serve21

as more trustworthy gauges of model capabilities than current leaderboards.22

1 Introduction23

As LLMs shift roles from mere statistical models of language to fairly general-purpose AI agents, the24

inadequacy of existing evaluations—even those introduced within the past year—has become clear.25

Leading models routinely score over 90% on many evaluations (OpenAI, 2023). LLMs continue26

to struggle with evaluations involving quantitative, scientific, and academic reasoning, thus making27

these evaluations popular for leaderboards. As LLMs get better, one could also go to harder exam28

questions from higher academic levels. But soon it will become questionable if, say, PhD-level29

physics knowledge should be a good measure of general-purpose intelligence. (All authors of this30

paper would fail!)31

A more pertinent issue that plagues evaluations derived from human tests is training-set contamination,32

i.e., examples very similar to the ones on the evaluation ending up in the training corpus of the model33

(OpenAI, 2023; Li, 2023). This is hard to detect given the size of training corpora and the fact that34

they are unreleased (including for some public models such as LLaMA-2 (Touvron et al., 2023)). The35

contamination issue especially bedevils evaluations based upon human exams (whose difficulty is tied36

to being time-limited and closed-book) since models are now being trained on technical textbooks as37
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well as course materials.1 A variant of the contamination issue is “cramming for the leaderboard". It38

is possible to deliberately train a model on data similar to those used in the leaderboard evaluations.39

Copycat datasets are easy to generate from a small number of examples using existing strong models.40

If “cramming” happens during pre-training, it becomes hard to detect. If it happens during fine-tuning,41

it may be detectable if it ends up harming general-purpose language skills.42

Yet another issue arising from the secrecy of the training corpus is that it is difficult to verify how43

original the model’s text productions truly are. In a recent interview (Hinton & Ng), Hinton suggested44

that a significant hurdle in current discussion of AI risk is absence of agreement among experts on45

whether or not models have already gone past “stochastic parrots” behavior (Bender et al., 2021)—i.e.,46

whether they are able to actually understand the world, or at a minimum produce novel thoughts or47

reasoning that they did not see in the training corpus.48

Those issues can be naturally addressed by proposing evaluations carrying some type of distribution49

shift, making the test prompts out-of-distribution of the training corpus, but still reasonably measuring50

the capability of LLMs as general-purpose AI agents.51

Desiderata for next-generation evaluations To sum up, we need evaluations that are: (a) clearly52

relevant to general-purpose intelligence and language understanding; (b) easy for humans to design53

and administer, including with academic-level resources; (c) resistant to training-set contamination54

and “cramming for the leaderboard;” (d) capable of revealing novelty along the lines sought by55

Hinton (Hinton & Ng); (e) easy to grade at scale (while allowing human spot-checking); (f) easily56

upgradeable into harder evaluations in the future as models get stronger; and (g) comprehensible at57

some level for the general public, including with respect to points (c) and (d).58

1.1 SKILL-MIX59

Our SKILL-MIX evaluation tests the model’s ability to produce sensible text satisfying natural con-60

straints. It starts with a set of N skills (an example is: “hyperbole”) that every LLM could reasonably61

be expected to have encountered in its training set —say, because each skill has a Wikipedia entry.62

SKILL-MIX also uses a list of T topics that have low, but non-negligible, probability in any reasonable63

training corpus –e.g., “sushi,” “ballroom dancing.” SKILL-MIX (k) consists of randomly picking64

a subset of k skills out of N , and a random topic out of T topics. The chat agent is then asked to65

produce a short piece of text (say, 2 sentences) in the context of the selected topic and illustrate all k66

selected skills. This evaluation can be easily administered using any set of skills and questions and67

any k. It focuses on highly constrained text generation, whose difficulty intuitively increases with68

k 2. Grading our evaluation is humanly possible with modest budgets. For convenience, we chose to69

grade using GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023)) and LLaMA-2-70B-Chat (Touvron et al., 2023), after which the70

authors spot-checked the grading.71

Resistance to dataset contamination It feels intuitive that the hardness of SKILL-MIX increases72

with k. A simple calculation supports this intuition. Given a list of N skills, there are
(
N
k

)
ways73

to choose the subset of k skills. For N = 1000, this quantity exceeds 1010 when k = 4, and 101274

when k = 5. Furthermore, we selected the topics to be fairly rare —e.g., the word “sushi” has a75

unigram probability of 10−7 in Google n-grams (Google, 2012). Thus, the chance that the training76

corpus contains a short piece of text on the chosen topic that exhibits the chosen set of k skills77

becomes very small, even for k = 4. Furthermore, it is also rare a priori to find fragments of text78

on the web consisting of just two sentences that condense four linguistic skills in them. All this79

math, even if rough, suggests some resistance to training-set contamination — it at least rules out80

with high probability that the training set contained an exact solution to the question. Interestingly,81

SKILL-MIX with k = 4 proved hard (but solvable) for the authors. GPT-4 performed strongly on82

k = 4 and reasonably on k = 5. Many weaker models struggled even for k = 3.83

1Studies have revealed significant anomalies on GPT-4’s performance on exam questions (Narayan &
Kapoor).

2The authors of this paper took an average of more than 7 minutes to answer SKILL-MIX (4). Imagine having
to write two sentences on the topic “sushi” that demonstrate hyperbole, equivocation, ad hominem attack, and
fallacy of division. One has to comb through imaginary situations involving sushi, short enough to describe in a
couple of sentences, and yet involving the four skills. Sometimes it is easier to first use 3 or 4 sentences and then
shorten it. GPT-4’s answer: “Your dislike for this award-winning sushi spot proves you have no palate, so your
criticism is meaningless. After all, if the restaurant is world-class, then this California roll must be a culinary
masterpiece, elevating my life to unparalleled heights of flavor.” Note that GPT-4 left out equivocation, which it
was able to rectify when prompted.
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Table 1: Performance of various instruction-tuned student (generating) models on SKILL-MIX (k)
graded by GPT-4. Ratio of Full Marks/Ratio of All Skills/Skill Fraction are reported for each student
model at k = 2, 3, 4. Evaluations on k = 5, 6 are skipped if the Ratio of Full Marks drops below 0.2
with smaller k. Details on prompts can be found in Appendix C, D, and F. See Table 4 for additional
metrics.

Student (generator) k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6
LLaMA-2-7B-Chat .03/.10/.40 .00/.00/.27 .00/.00/.27 -/-/- -/-/-
LLaMA-2-13B-Chat .20/.40/.42 .03/.03/.34 .03/.03/.44 -/-/- -/-/-
LLaMA-2-70B-Chat .30/.30/.63 .03/.07/.44 .00/.03/.45 -/-/- -/-/-
GPT-3.5-turbo .60/.67/.78 .20/.23/.56 .07/.10/.58 -/-/- -/-/-
GPT-4 .90/.93/.95 .73/.73/.91 .43/.43/.86 .30/.33/.84 .17/.17/.82
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 .10/.33/.35 .00/.03/.38 .00/.07/.24 -/-/- -/-/-
Qwen-14B-Chat .27/.30/.50 .03/.10/.40 .00/.00/.40 -/-/- -/-/-
Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 .43/.53/.68 .23/.40/.66 .20/.37/.60 .03/.13/.56 -/-/-
Falcon-180B-Chat .27/.33/.53 .00/.03/.44 .03/.07/.38 -/-/- -/-/-

Comparison with evaluations with natural prompts Popular evaluations (Li et al., 2023; Zheng84

et al., 2023; Zellers et al., 2019a; Mihaylov et al., 2018) for LLM usually consist of prompts extracted85

or bootstrapped from online or human-written corpus. As an example, AlpacaEval (Li et al., 2023) is86

a popular evaluation (with an accompanying leaderboard) for text generation. Similar to SKILL-MIX ,87

it uses GPT-4 for evaluation, checking how often the model’s generated output “wins” against that of88

DaVinci003 on a dataset of prompts. AlpacaEval presents a good case study on the difficulties of89

creating good evaluations by GPT-4. The primary difference between AlpacaEval and SKILL-MIX is90

that AlpacaEval is on a natural distribution of prompts. However, the natural distribution has a long91

tail, which is not well-represented in datasets of tens of thousands of examples, and whose structure92

is probably due to compositionality. The prompts of SKILL-MIX are constrained by asking LLM to93

output a combination of skills, creating a distribution shift to the natural prompts. The number of94

prompts in SKILL-MIX can be huge as mentioned before, and they are all arguably natural, allowing95

SKILL-MIX to capture the untested compositional structure of natural language.96

Designed to give small open models a fighting chance in early 2023, AlpacaEval shows signs of97

saturation a mere 6 months later. Even 13B models now win against DaVinci003 with probability98

exceeding 90%, and recently Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 (built on the LLaMA-2 base models) climbed to99

the top, pushing GPT-4, by a hair, to second place. Have LLM capabilities truly progressed to this100

extent within 6 months? We find that the new champion scores well on SKILL-MIX , and noticeably101

better than LLaMA-2-70B-Chat, but it is handily beaten by GPT-4. In general, most models now102

get similar scores on AlpacaEval, but show widely varying performances on SKILL-MIX , which103

suggests that AlpacaEval has lost its discriminative ability. SKILL-MIX avoids the shortcomings of104

AlpacaEval by evaluating on constrained text generation, and using k to adjust the difficulty. For105

further discussion on SKILL-MIX with respect to prior work, see Appendix A.106

Evidence of cramming for the leaderboard Hugging Face’s Open LLM leaderboard (Beeching107

et al., 2023), which is based upon EleutherAI’s evaluation harness (Gao et al., 2021), is seen as a108

proving ground for open LLMs. Many models currently at the top of the leaderboard are LLaMA-2109

derivatives, and are ranked much higher than the corresponding LLaMA-2 model. However, these110

models perform poorly on SKILL-MIX and worse than LLaMA-2-70B-Chat, suggestive of cramming111

that wiped away general-purpose text skills they had started with (see Section 2). The recent Falcon-112

180B-Chat (Almazrouei et al., 2023) also places higher on the leaderboard than LLaMA-2-70B-Chat,113

and has been claimed to have capabilities between GPT-3.5-turbo and GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) based114

upon this ranking. Yet, it fares worse than LLaMA-2-70B-Chat on SKILL-MIX .115

2 Experimental Results116

In this section, we test various instruction-tuned models on their performance on SKILL-MIX for117

various k. (For details regarding our procedure, please see Appendix C and D.) For convenience, we118

use saturation point to denote the value of k at which a model’s score in SKILL-MIX drops off.119

From the experimental results, we answer the following questions: (1) What is the effect of increasing120

k on SKILL-MIX performance? (2) What is the relationship between model scale and saturation point,121

especially among LLaMA-2 models?122
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For each SKILL-MIX (k), we evaluate all models on 30 (k skills, 1 topic) combinations. We provide123

each specific combination of k skills to the (Student) model on three instances (see Figure 2). Each of124

the three generated texts is also graded three times (to reduce the randomness caused by the Grader),125

in total creating nine grading results for each (k skills, 1 topic) (see Figure 3).126

Metrics Each generated text can receive up to k + 3 points: 1 point for each correctly illustrated127

skill, 1 point for sticking to the topic, 1 point for coherence / making sense, and 1 point for having128

at most k − 1 sentence. The points are then converted into various metrics of interest (Appendix129

G), including: (1) Ratio3 of Full Marks: 1 if all k + 3 points are earned; (2) Ratio of All Skills: 1 if130

k points are awarded for skills and ≥ 2 points for remaining criteria; and (3) Skill Fraction: c
k if c131

points awarded for k skills and 3 points for remaining criteria. We then take the maximum value132

of the metrics among the 3 generations for a given (k skill, 1 topic) combination, and average the133

maximum value across the 30 combinations. The results graded by GPT-4 are shown in Table 1.134

Increasing k degrades SKILL-MIX performance We observe that the ratio of full marks and the135

ratio of all skills can decrease dramatically when k increases. With the exception of GPT-4, GPT-136

3.5-turbo and Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 (Xwin-LM Team, 2023), all models saturate on or before k = 3137

with GPT-4 grading. Amongst the small models, LLaMA-2-7B-Chat and Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1138

(Mistral AI Team, 2023) saturate at k = 2. As reported in Table 5, LLaMA-2 grading is more139

generous, and the saturation point is delayed by 1.140

Relationship between model scale and saturation point We find that as capacity increases on141

LLaMA-2, so does the saturation point. Observe that for LLaMA-2-7B-Chat, LLaMA-2-13B-Chat,142

LLaMA-2-70B-Chat, the saturation points (of GPT-4 grading) are k = 2, 3, and 3, respectively.143

Additionally, for any fixed k and metric type, higher model capacity corresponds to a better score144

amongst the LLaMA-2 model family. However, these observations do not necessarily hold true145

for models from different families. For example, Falcon-180B-Chat has more model parameters146

than Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1, yet the saturation point of Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 is higher than that of147

Falcon-180B-Chat, and Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 also outperforms Falcon-180B-Chat across all metrics148

for k = 2, 3, 4.149

A deviation from model rankings on popular LLM leaderboards Recent models (i.e., Falcon-150

180B-Chat, Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1, Qwen-14B-Chat (Bai et al., 2023), Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1)151

are often introduced with their performance evaluated on AlpacaEval or Hugging Face’s Open152

LLM Leaderboard (which contains ARC (Clark et al., 2018), HellaSwag (Zellers et al., 2019b),153

MMLU (Hendrycks et al., 2020), and TruthfulQA (Lin et al., 2021)), along with a comparison to154

the LLaMA-2 and GPT families. We find that their superior performance on those evaluations may155

not extend to SKILL-MIX (See Appendix G for more details and discussion). Differences between156

model ranking on popular LLM leaderboards vs. SKILL-MIX provide evidence of “cramming for the157

leaderboard”, further validating that SKILL-MIX is a good evaluation benchmark.158

3 Conclusions and Takeaways159

SKILL-MIX is an attempt to evaluate general-purpose language capabilities, specifically, a particular160

sort of compositional generalization. It tests the model’s ability to create text on-demand on a given161

topic and with a given combination of well-known skills. A key idea is that the skills and the topic are162

chosen randomly from a big list, which itself can be expanded in many ways to give new evaluations.163

Section 2 showed that the performance of proprietary models on SKILL-MIX (k) generally accords164

with popular perceptions of their quality. In line with Arora & Goyal (2023), the results also show165

that when created by competent teams, larger models achieve a higher saturation point than smaller166

models (e.g., the three LLaMA-2 models) The disappointing performance of Falcon-180B-Chat167

was an exception. Several open models show signs of being over-trained for leaderboards at the168

expense of general-purpose language capabilities. Since current leaderboards show signs of losing169

their discriminative power, in Appendix H, we sketch a vision for an ecosystem of independent170

SKILL-MIX evaluations specializing in different sets of skills and topics that could provide trusted171

estimates of model capabilities. Soon, all proprietary models will be multi-modal, and more powerful.172

We hope to design a multi-modal version of SKILL-MIX for them.173

3This is called “ratio” because the metric is later averaged over the 30 combinations, even though this metric
is 0 and 1 for a single generation.
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A Prior work273

Arora & Goyal (2023) gives a mathematical model for skill emergence via LLM scaling. (In principle274

it applies to non-text data as well, since it makes almost no assumptions about what “text” or “skills”275

are.) The key assumption is that pieces of text involve random combinations of skills, and then276

reductions in cross-entropy (which can happen on an arbitrary subset of text pieces) are shown to277

imply improvements in both individual skills and combinations of skills. A key implication is that278

the trained model may show competence on k-tuples of skills even though this k-tuple of skills was279

not demonstrated in the training set. (Note that individual skills were demonstrated, as were some280

random k-tuples, but most k-tuples were not demonstrated.) It is important to note that the theory did281

not need to specify what it means to “combine” skills.282

Skill-It The goal of Skill-It (Chen et al., 2023) is to select an optimal subset of the training data283

such that an LLM trained on this subset will perform well on downstream tasks. Chen et al. (2023)284

utilize the notion of skill ordering to construct this subset. Skill ordering refers to the natural notion285

that learning “simpler” skills first can make learning “difficult” skills later easier for the learner. Chen286

et al. (2023) define an ordered skill set as “a collection of skills with a directed skills graph that is287

neither complete nor empty, where an edge from a prerequisite skill to a skill exists if the amount of288

training it takes to learn the skill can be reduced if the prerequisite skill is also learned.”289

Skills in Reinforcement Learning Reinforcement learning also has a notion of “skills,” which is290

distinct from the notion that we use (Arora & Goyal, 2023), but bears some similarities to the notion291

of skill used in Chen et al. (2023). In particular, Pertsch et al. (2021) aims to learn a skill prior, i.e., a292

distribution over skills, such that a model trained to develop these skills will later perform well on293

downstream tasks.294

Prior evaluations Prior work has emerged which evaluates LLMs on particular skills, in a different295

sense than we do. Ruis et al. (2023) finds that LLMs do not do well on implicature.296

Pedagogy work Another important area where skills have been previously studied is that of human297

skill learning in pedagogy. Koedinger et al. (2023) develops a cognitive and statistical model of skill298

acquisition with the goal of understanding why/if some students learn faster than others. Koedinger299

et al. (2012) presents an algorithm to discover cognitive models, which are essentially skill models.300

Li et al. (2013) uses a computational model of student learning (a simulated student) in order to301

discover cognitive models (i.e., “learn the skills”).302

B List of Skills and Topics303

B.1 Picking Skills304

We obtained a set of 101 language skills and a set of 100 topics for SKILL-MIX evaluation. Since305

the goal of our evaluation is to test general-purpose text generation capability rather than the ability306

of the particular skills and topics, we only release 10 skills and 10 topics randomly sampled from307

the two sets to avoid potential “cramming” for SKILL-MIX . The randomly sampled skills and topics308

appear in (see Tables 2 and 3).309

We curated the topic list by first sampling a large list of topics (e.g. using Reddit forums as inspiration),310

and then narrowing the list down to 100 topics based on the unigram frequency of the topic (and all311

related synonyms) on Google Ngram viewer (Google, 2012). To earn a spot on our list, a topic’s312

average unigram had to be around 10−6 —low (further reducing the likelihood that the model had313

seen the k skills demonstrated in the context of the topic), and yet still ensuring good coverage even314

in 100B-sized corpora. The list of basic skills was designed to contain language skills which have a315

Wikipedia entry or listing (and thus known to every LLM), and whose definition the average person316

could understand. We started with a longer list of skills taken from textbooks on logical reasoning,317

rhetoric, theory of mind, (Kelly., 2014; Cummings, 2005; Nichols & Stich, 2003; Mueller, 2014). We318

tried to eliminate skills that either were too specialized —and thus difficult to apply in the context of319

the fairly narrow topics already chosen— or difficult to combine with other skills. (Some examples320

of discarded skills appear in the Appendix B.2.) For each skill, we created a description and an321

illustrative example of its usage —these were taken from either a textbook or Wikipedia, though322

occasionally, we modified them to make them clearer or more concise.323
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B.2 Skill choosing process324

The list of ≈ 100 skills used to draw tuples of k skills was manually curated, and designed to include325

skills the average person could understand which were common enough that they would appear on326

Wikipedia (and hence in the model’s pre-training data). We pick skills from standard textbooks on327

logic (Kelly., 2014), pragmatics (Cummings, 2005) and theory of mind (Nichols & Stich, 2003).328

We also pick literary skills from Wikipedia. Not all skills were considered suitable for our dataset.329

Because we want to evaluate the ability of models to compose skills, we eliminate skills that are330

trivially present in almost any piece of text. Below is an example of a skill that was eliminated331

from our dataset because it is so common in the English language that the model may “accidentally”332

generate it, thereby falsely appearing as though it is able to combine this skill with other skills.333

Skill: Pied Piping

Definition: A syntax phenomenon whereby a given expression brings along an accompanying phrase when
it is moved.

Ex: She bought “that house”. “Which house” did she buy? The preceding is an example of pied piping
because the word “Which” brings along the word “house” in the “Wh...” clause.

For similar reasons, we also eliminate skills that inherently compose poorly with other skills. An334

example is given below:335

Skill: situational irony

Ex: A firehouse burning down is situational irony, as one would not expect a place that puts out
fires to burn.

Finally, some skills were not included due to being hard, even for a human grader, to grade whether336

the skill was present.337

Definitions for skills vary between different sources and textbooks. Since the model was pre-trained338

on Wikipedia, we prefer the Wikipedia definition over other sources when available.339

Skill examples were scraped from the internet, but chosen by human evaluators to be short and340

unambiguous.341

B.3 List of Skills and Topics342

Here we release a random sample of 10% of the skill list and topic list. We do not release the full343

lists to avoid potential “cramming” for SKILL-MIX .344

Table 2: 10 randomly sampled skills from the 101 skills we used in SKILL-MIX evaluation.

Category Skill Definition Example
reasoning self serving bias A cognitive or perceptual

process that is distorted
by the need to maintain
and enhance one’s self es-
teem.

“If I do well on the exam,
it’s because of my academic
prowess and hard work. If
I do poorly, it’s because the
course was poorly taught,
and the exam was poorly
proctored.”

rhetorical accident (fallacy) an informal fallacy and
a deductively valid but
unsound argument oc-
curring in a statistical
syllogism (an argument
based on a generaliza-
tion) when an exception
to a rule of thumb is ig-
nored.

Cutting people with knives is
a crime. Surgeons cut peo-
ple with knives. Surgeons
are criminals.
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rhetorical complex question
(loaded question
with implicit as-
sumption )

A question that is loaded
with an implicit assump-
tion.

“Why are you lying to me?”
is a question that presup-
poses you are lying to me.
Any answer you give will
force you to agree you are
lying.

rhetorical red herring Introducing irrelevant
points to detract attention
from a question.

A member of the press asks
the president why they voted
to expand a welfare program.
The president responds, “The
strength of America is the
strength of its communities,
and I am proud to make our
communities better places.”

literary metaphor a figure of speech that,
for rhetorical effect, di-
rectly refers to one thing
by mentioning another.

“All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and
women merely players” is
a metaphor because it’s a
comparison without using
“like” or “as.”

logical spatial reasoning The capacity to reason
about the spatial relation-
ships between objects.

The key fit into the box. Us-
ing spatial reasoning, one
can deduce that the width of
the key was smaller than the
width of the box.

logical modus ponens A syllogism that is of
the form “If P then Q. P.
Hence Q.”

“If today is Tuesday, then
John will go to work. Today
is Tuesday. Therefore, John
will go to work.”

logical statistical syllo-
gism

A syllogism that argues,
using inductive reason-
ing, from a generaliza-
tion true for the most part
to a particular case.

“Almost all people are taller
than 26 inches. Gareth is a
person. Therefore, Gareth is
taller than 26 inches.”

theory of
the mind

emotional self reg-
ulation

a complex process that in-
volves initiating, inhibit-
ing, or modulating one’s
state or behavior in a
given situation.

Examples of emotional self
regulation include meditat-
ing, pausing to collect one-
self before speaking, and
practicing stress manage-
ment.

physical
knowl-
edge

folk physics (com-
mon knowledge
physics)

The untrained human per-
ception of basic physical
phenomena.

“If I roll the pen off of the
table, it will fall to the floor.”

C Design of SKILL-MIX345

C.1 Picking the skills346

We obtained a set of 101 language skills and a set of 100 topics for SKILL-MIX evaluation. Since347

the goal of our evaluation is to test general-purpose text generation capability rather than the ability348

of the particular skills and topics, we only release 10 skills and 10 topics randomly sampled from349

the two sets to avoid potential “cramming” for SKILL-MIX . The randomly sampled skills and topics350

appear in Appendix B (see Tables 2 and 3).351

We curated the topic list by first sampling a large list of topics (e.g. using Reddit forums as inspiration),352

and then narrowing the list down to 100 topics based on the unigram frequency of the topic (and all353

related synonyms) on Google Ngram viewer (Google, 2012). To earn a spot on our list, a topic’s354

average unigram had to be around 10−6 —low (further reducing the likelihood that the model had355
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Table 3: 10 random sampled topics from 100 topics used in SKILL-MIX evaluation.
Topic

Sewing
Dueling

The Ottoman Empire
Triathlons

Beekeeping
Survivalism

Guerilla warfare
Gardening

Knots
Urbanism

Generation Grading

Input: Write at most 2 sentences in the 
context of sewing that illustrate all of 
the following skills: modus ponens, red 
herring, and metaphor.


Generating model: If needles were the 
keys to crafting melodies, then every 
perfect stitch would be a note in a 
harmonious symphony; but speaking 
of symphonies, have you ever noticed 
how the early bird's song sounds just 
like Mozart?

Input: Could you please help me grade a student’s response to 
the following question?

Question: Write at most 2 sentences in the context of sewing 
that illustrate all of the following skills: modus ponens, red 
herring, and metaphor.

Student’s Answer: If needles were the keys to crafting melodies, 
then every perfect stitch would be a note in a harmonious 
symphony; but speaking of symphonies, have you ever noticed 
how the early bird's song sounds just like Mozart?

Grading rubric: Correctly illustrates skills (3 points). On topic (1 
point). Makes sense (1 point). At most 2 sentences (1 point).


Grading model: I would give the student the following score:

0 point for modus ponens

1 point for red herring

1 point for metaphor

0.5 point for being on topic

1 point for making sense

1 point for the length requirement


Figure 1: Left: Simplified depiction (with simplified prompt) of the generation stage of our eval-
uation. The full prompt appears in Appendix F.1.1. The generating model is given a topic (sewing)
as well as skills (modus ponens, red hearing, metaphor) and asked to generate text demonstrating the
skills. The full prompt contains skill definitions and examples, which can be found in Appendix Table
2. Right: Simplified depiction (with simplified prompt) of the grading stage of our evaluation.
The grading model (not necessarily the same as the generating model) is given the generating model
output and grading instructions, and returns pointwise grading. The full grading prompt can be found
in Appendix F.1.2.

seen the k skills demonstrated in the context of the topic), and yet still ensuring good coverage even356

in 100B-sized corpora. The list of basic skills was designed to contain language skills which have a357

Wikipedia entry or listing (and thus known to every LLM), and whose definition the average person358

could understand. We started with a longer list of skills taken from textbooks on logical reasoning,359

rhetoric, theory of mind, (Kelly., 2014; Cummings, 2005; Nichols & Stich, 2003; Mueller, 2014). We360

tried to eliminate skills that either were too specialized —and thus difficult to apply in the context of361

the fairly narrow topics already chosen— or difficult to combine with other skills. (Some examples362

of discarded skills appear in the Appendix B.2.) For each skill, we created a description and an363

illustrative example of its usage —these were taken from either a textbook or Wikipedia, though364

occasionally, we modified them to make them clearer or more concise.365

C.2 Procedure366

Our evaluation is roughly broken down into two parts (see Figure 2). In the first part, we conduct367

generation, where a (Student) language model is given a set of k skills and a topic, and asked368

to generate some text demonstrating the k skills in the context of the provided topic. Once the369

(Student) language model generates some text, it then must be graded by a (possibly different)370

grading language model (i.e., Grader). A simplified version of the prompts used in the generation and371

grading stages is depicted in Figure 1.372
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Generated Text (Round 1)

PART 1: GENERATION

Generated Text (Round 2)

Generated Text (Round 3) 

PART 2: GRADING 

Get Aggregated Grade

Get Aggregated Grade

Get Aggregated Grade

Take maximum score

Generate M
 (k skill, 1 topic) combinations

1
2

3

M

…

Report average 
over M scores…

Generated Text (Round 1)

Generated Text (Round 2)

Generated Text (Round 3) 

Get Aggregated Grade

Get Aggregated Grade

Get Aggregated Grade

Take maximum score

Select a 
Student Model 
for Part 1

Select a 
Grader Model 
for Part 2

Figure 2: Illustration of SKILL-MIX (k) pipeline. In our experiments, we use M = 30. For a more
detailed illustration of grading a single piece of generated text, see Figure 3.

Generated Text

RUBRIC ITEMS 
Each item is worth 1 point

● Correctly illustrates Skill 1
● Correctly illustrates Skill 2

                …

● Correctly illustrates Skill k

● On Topic
● Makes sense
● At most k-1 sentences

GRADING ROUND 1

GRADING ROUND 2

GRADING ROUND 3

RUBRIC ITEMS 
Each item is worth 1 point

● Correctly illustrates Skill 1
● Correctly illustrates Skill 2

                …

● Correctly illustrates Skill k

● On Topic
● Makes sense
● At most k-1 sentences  

     

AGGREGATE INDIVIDUAL POINTS

 A

Aggregating Options 
(for a single rubric item)

● Average
● Max 

AGGREGATE ALL POINTS

Take sum

Take sum  B

Aggregation Options

Ratio of Full Marks(A, B) 

= 

Ratio of All Skills

= 
 

Skills Fraction

= 

Total Score
=      A + B

Total Skill Score
=      A 

Rescaled Score

= 

 A

 B

RUBRIC ITEMS 
Each item is worth 1 point

● Correctly illustrates Skill 1
● Correctly illustrates Skill 2

                …

● Correctly illustrates Skill k

● On Topic
● Makes sense
● At most k-1 sentences

RUBRIC ITEMS 
Each item is worth 1 point

● Correctly illustrates Skill 1
● Correctly illustrates Skill 2

                …

● Correctly illustrates Skill k

● On Topic
● Makes sense
● At most k-1 sentences

1     if (A + B) == (k + 3) 
0     otherwise

1     if (A == k) and (B ≥ 2)
0     otherwise

A/k   if (B == 3)
0      otherwise

A + B
k + 3

k + 3

Figure 3: Illustration of obtaining aggregated grade This illustration depicts the process used to
grade a single generated piece of text.

Models used for generation Our dataset is designed to test general skills, and hence many373

language models may be used in the generation step. However, since the language model must be374

able to respond to prompt instructions (“generate k skills”), we only pick models that have been375

instruction-tuned. These models include LLaMA-2-7B-Chat, LLaMA-2-13B-Chat, LLaMA-2-70B-376

Chat (Touvron et al., 2023), GPT-3.5-turbo, GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023), Falcon-180B-Chat (Almazrouei377

et al., 2023), Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 (Xwin-LM Team, 2023), Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 (Mistral AI378

Team, 2023), Qwen-14B-Chat (Bai et al., 2023). Note Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1, Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1,379

and Qwen-14B-Chat were released only a few days before the deadline, and all of them claim to380

perform better on benchmarks compared to state-of-the-art models of even larger size.381

Models used for grading We find that some language models are more suitable for grading382

than others. Some models have difficulty recognizing the presence of skills, even when they are383
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demonstrated correctly. We use LLaMA-2-70B-Chat and GPT-4 after manually spot-checking grading384

samples and ensuring they aligned with human grading.385

Details of model configurations We do not use quantization on any of the models. For the GPT386

family, we use OpenAI API with default generation configuration and the minimal system prompt387

“You are a helpful assistant.” For the LLaMA-2 family, we use 2 A100 GPU and run with388

no system prompt, 0.7 temperature, 1.0 repetition penalty, and 512 max new tokens. For Falcon-180B-389

Chat, we use the prompt format mentioned in the official Huggingface blog of Falcon-180B-Chat390

(Schmid et al., 2023) and the same parameters as LLaMA-2 family. For Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1, we391

use the official prompt format (Xwin-LM Team, 2023) and the same hyperparameters as those392

used for the LLaMA-2 family. For Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1, we access the prompt format with393

tokenizer.apply_chat_template function and again the same parameters as the LLaMA-2394

family. For Qwen-14B-Chat, we directly use the model.chat function as mentioned in their official395

Github repository.396

SKILL-MIX (k) consists of picking a random topic and a random subset of k skills (with their397

respective definitions and illustrative examples) from the list described above, and asking the (Student)398

model to produce a short piece of text which illustrates all the k skills in the context of the topic of399

interest. A simplified example prompt appears in Figure 1, but our final prompt includes an additional400

question that asks the (Student) model to look over and possibly improve its first answer. We find the401

second answer can be much better than the first one with proper prompt engineering. In addition, we402

ask the model to separate its answer and explanation with “Answer” and “Explanation.” Otherwise,403

the model may not separate its generated answer from its explanation, hampering the parsing of the404

answer. We provide more details about the generation prompts in Appendix F.1.1405

The authors took the test (6 questions each with k = 4) to assess the feasibility and difficulty level.406

The average time taken to understand the prompt and type the answer was more than 7 minutes. This407

is not an easy test for humans!408

D Auto-grading Method409

For each prompt sampled from SKILL-MIX (k), the (Student) model’s corresponding answer is graded410

according to the following criteria: (1) the k skills are present and used properly in the output; (2) the411

output is on the given topic; (3) the number of sentences in the output is within the provided limit,412

which we set to be k − 1; and (4) the output is a piece of sensible text. For any of the above subtasks,413

partial credit can be assigned if the answer partially satisfies the requirement.414

The generations by the models were graded using GPT-4 as well as LLaMA-2-70B-Chat, and these415

grades were then spot-checked by the paper authors. In the trial run, we focused on tweaking the416

method for best results and consistency using a small set of around 20 generations. As usual, the417

assessments generated by the grading models (especially LLaMA-2) were somewhat sensitive to418

the prompt. We tweaked the grading prompt by including a summarized version of the generation419

prompt, providing definitions and illustrative examples of the individual k skills, and requesting for420

the graded output to follow a particular format.421

While both models are creditable graders, they, like all current LLMs, were unreliable at simple422

arithmetic, which is important for calculating a total score. We changed the prompt to require the423

grader to output separate grades for individual components (proper use of skills, good fit to the topic,424

and producing sensible text), which were subsequently aggregated (see Figure 3) using a separate but425

simple Python script4.426

To require separate grades for individual components, we asked GPT-4 to provide a rubric-table style427

grade, whereas for for LLaMA-2, we simply asked the model to include “Point earned: 1” if the428

requirement is met, and “Point earned: 0” otherwise, for each rubric item in the evaluation. More429

details, as well as the full grading prompt, appear in Appendix F.1.2.430

Human Grading: Better? With a small test we conducted with five NLP researchers, we found431

that human grading is noisy, and human graders might need significant training so they can agree on432

a grading rubric. The standard deviation between the human grading is high, and even higher than the433

4We adjusted the point awarded for meeting the number of sentences requirement based on the ground truth.
While adjustments were rare, they were more common for LLaMA-2 than GPT-4.
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difference between the average human grading and GPT-4 grading.5 This also indicates that GPT-4434

and LLaMA-2 graders are reasonable graders compared to humans. More details of the test can be435

found in Appendix E.436

E Human Grading Test437

We will now describe a test we conducted to measure the grading quality of human graders. Our five438

volunteers were Ph.D. students and Postdocs working in the field of natural language processing and439

large language models. They were given 5 outputs generated by GPT-4 on SKILL-MIX (4). The same440

grading prompt for machine grading was given to human graders, asking them to give each individual441

point for the criteria. In this case (k = 4), each output could receive at most 7 points.442

For each point, we computed the mean and standard deviation among the human graders and then443

averaged over all the points (35 in total). The average standard deviation is 0.261. On the other hand,444

we compare the average of human grading with GPT-4 and LLaMA-2 grading. For each point, we445

computed the absolute difference between the mean among the humans and machine grading. Then,446

we took the average over 35 points. We found that the average difference is 0.257 for GPT-4 grading447

and 0.268 for LLaMA-2 grading. This means if we assume the average of human grading is the448

ground truth, then human graders and machine graders have similar errors.449

We also observe that human graders in general give lower scores for text making sense, probably450

because the output is usually a shortened version of the model’s first attempt. In contrast, the machine451

graders usually award the point for “making sense” for more than 90% of the generated answers.452

F Prompt Design453

Our evaluation is roughly broken down into two parts. In the first part, we conduct generation, where454

a language model is given a set of k skills and a topic and asked to generate some text demonstrating455

the k skills. Once some text has been generated, it then must be graded by a (possibly different)456

language model.457

F.1 Prompt design458

We experiment with different prompts for both generation and grading. We find that prompts can459

perform quite differently. We list some examples of prompts we considered below.460

F.1.1 Generation prompts461

We try several different prompts when asking the models to generate tuples of k skills, and find that462

prompt selection does influence the quality of the generation. In general, our prompts contain two463

questions, giving the model the chance to look over its first answer and improve it. Without giving464

specific instructions about the format, we found it hard to parse the model output for grading because465

the model may not separate the generated answer from its explanation. Hence, we asked the model to466

separate its answer and explanation with "Answer:" and "Explanation:". Here is our first prompt with467

the formatting instructions:468

Greetings! I am interested in natural language processing and I was wondering if you could help me
generate an example of text that illustrates multiple skills in semantics or syntax. The example
should be a single piece of text with {num_sentences_str} in the context of {topic} that illustrates
all of the following skills: {skills_str}.

{skills_defs_and_examples}

Please keep the text short so it can fit in {num_sentences_str}, and please make sure the concepts
can be found fully from the text. Please start the text with ’Answer:’ and start the explanation
with ’Explanation:’. Thanks very much!

5The difference between the average human grading and LLaMA-2 grading is slightly higher than the
standard deviation between humans.
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Thanks very much. Now could you look it over and shorten your example but make sure it still
illustrates all the skills?

Using this prompt, we observe that the models do not always follow the instructions, especially469

for the second answer. We also observed that the second answer is sometimes worse than the first470

generation, partially because some of the skills are also removed when shortening the answer.471

To overcome the shortages, we present our 8th attempt at the generation prompt below.472

Greetings! I am interested in natural language processing and I was wondering if you could help me
generate an example of text that illustrates multiple skills in semantics or syntax. The example
should be a minimal natural piece of text with up to a few lines in the context of {topic} that
illustrates all of the following skills: {skills_str}. Please keep the text as short as possible,
and make sure the concepts can be found fully from the text.

For reference, here are the definitions and examples for the concepts:

{skills_defs_and_examples_simple}

Please start the minimal natural piece of text with ’Answer:’ and start the explanation with
’Explanation:’.

Thanks very much!

Thanks very much. Could you please look over the minimal natural piece of text and possibly improve
and shorten it (up to {num_sentences_str})? If you make changes, please make sure that the text
still illustrates all skills and remains on topic.

Again, please start the improved minimal natural piece of text with ’Answer:’ and start the
explanation with ’Explanation:’.

Thanks very much!

Although there still exists rare failure cases for some models (demonstrated in Appendix F.2.1), the473

instructions are mostly followed by all models with this version of the prompt. The quality of the474

second answer is also significantly better when we remove the length constraints on the first answer,475

and give the model the option of shortening the text (rather than the requirement) for the second476

answer.477

In the later tuning of the prompt, we further emphasize the improvement of the second answer, and478

find the performance of GPT-4 continues to improve. The same prompt also improves Xwin-LM-479

70B-V0.1, but makes LLaMA-2 family perform slightly worse on k > 2 (in those cases, we use the480

previous prompt). Our final prompt is recorded below.481

Greetings! I am interested in natural language processing and I was wondering if you could help me
generate an example of text that illustrates multiple skills in semantics or syntax. The example
should be a minimal natural piece of text with up to a few lines in the context of {topic} that
illustrates all of the following skills: {skills_str}. Please keep the text as short as possible,
and make sure the concepts can be found fully from the text.

For reference, here are the definitions and examples for the concepts:

{skills_defs_and_examples_simple}

Please start the minimal natural piece of text with ’Answer:’ and start the explanation with
’Explanation:’.

Thanks very much!

Thanks very much. Could you please look over your answer and improve it? Please make sure that the
new answer better illustrates all skills and remains on topic. On top of that, please also make sure
the new answer only contains up to {num_sentences_str}.

Again, please start the improved minimal natural piece of text with ’Answer:’ and start the
explanation with ’Explanation:’.

Thanks very much!

Example of LLaMA-2-70B-Chat generation response482
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Sure, here’s an example of a minimal natural piece of text that illustrates both emotional self
regulation and folk physics in the context of sewing:

Answer: "I’m so frustrated with this sewing project. I’ve been working on it for hours and it’s
still not turning out right. I just want to throw my sewing machine out the window!"

Explanation: This text illustrates emotional self regulation because it shows the speaker’s ability
to recognize and manage their emotions. The speaker is feeling frustrated and angry, but instead
of acting on those emotions and doing something impulsive (like throwing the sewing machine out the
window), they pause and express their feelings in a more controlled way. This shows that they are
regulating their emotions in order to avoid doing something they might regret.

The text also illustrates folk physics because it implies a basic understanding of cause-and-effect
and the behavior of objects in the physical world. The speaker’s statement about throwing the sewing
machine out the window implies that they understand that objects will fall to the ground if dropped,
and that breaking the machine would be a consequence of their actions.

This demonstrates an untrained human perception of basic physical phenomena, which is a key aspect of
folk physics.

Sure, here’s an improved example that better illustrates both emotional self-regulation and folk
physics in the context of sewing, and is only one sentence long:

Answer: "I’m taking a deep breath and pausing before ripping out this seam for the fifth time,
because I know I’ll just get frustrated and make more mistakes if I don’t calm down."

Explanation: This text illustrates emotional self-regulation because it shows the speaker actively
regulating their emotions by taking a deep breath and pausing before proceeding with a potentially
frustrating task. It also illustrates folk physics because it implies an understanding of the
cause-and-effect relationship between the speaker’s emotions and their ability to perform the task
accurately. The speaker recognizes that if they don’t calm down, they are more likely to make
mistakes, demonstrating an understanding of the impact of their emotions on their physical actions.

F.1.2 Grading prompts483

We also try several different prompts when asking the model to grade a response. Unsurprisingly,484

we find that prompt selection once again does influence grading. In general, our prompts ask the485

(Grader) model to score the student’s response according to the rubric criteria.486

Below is the final prompt we provided to GPT-4 for grading.487

Greetings! I was wondering if you could help me grade the following answer given by a student.

I’ll first describe the question that was given to the student, and then give you the student’s
answer, and the grading rubric.

The question given to the student was as follows: “Give a single piece of text with up to
num_sentences_str in the context of topic. This single piece of text should illustrate all of
the following skills: skills_str.”

The student’s answer was: “student_answer”

For reference, here are the definitions for the skills: skills_defs_and_examples_simple

Using a rubric table format, please grade the student’s answer with positive scoring. Each criterion
is worth 1 point. The criteria are: rubric_items. The table should only have the following columns:
‘Criteria’, ‘Points Earned’. In the ‘Points Earned’ column, please provide only numerical values
with no additional formatting. Please introduce the table with ‘Here’s the grading table:’ and
please include a row for ‘Total Points Earned’ at the end of the table. Finally, please start your
grading explanation with ‘Explanation’:

Below is the final prompt we provided to LLaMA-2-70B-Chat for grading.488

Greetings! I was wondering if you could help me grade the following answer given by a student.
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I’ll first describe the question that was given to the student, and then give you the student’s
answer, and the grading rubric.

The question given to the student was as follows: “Give a single piece of text with up to
num_sentences_str in the context of topic. This single piece of text should illustrate all of
the following skills: skills_str.”

The student’s answer was: “student_answer”

For reference, here are the definitions for the skills: skills_defs

Please grade the student’s answer using the following criteria: rubric_items. For each item in the
rubric, please include in your evaluation ‘Point earned: 1’ if the requirement is met and ‘Point
earned: 0’ otherwise. Please finish your grading with ‘Grade:’ followed by a number indicating the
total points earned by the student. Thanks so much.

The following failure cases guided up towards our final grading prompt and manual-point-extraction489

scheme.490

• The model would assign points for individual rubric criteria, but then total them up incor-491

rectly492

• We say we are grading a student’s answer. There is some amount of LLM sycophancy if we493

say it is a professor’s answer.494

• Without definition in prompt, the model mistakes certain skills for the common English495

meanings.496

We will now provide examples of these failure cases based on real outputs.497

F.1.3 Unable to output correct total score498

The following example is based on a real grading response by LLaMA-2-70B-Chat. Observe that the499

grader model assigns points for each of the rubric criteria, but does not correctly total them up (the500

correct total is 4, not 3). Because scenarios like these were common, we used a simple Python script501

to extract the individual points associated with each rubric item to calculate the final score.502

Sure, I’d be happy to help you grade the student’s answer. Here’s my evaluation using the given
rubric:

1. Contains red herring: The student’s answer demonstrates red herring in the sentence, where Mrs.
Thompson diverts attention from the main issue at hand, so Point earned: 1. 2. Contains modus
ponens: The student’s answer does not contain any explicit illustration or use of modus ponens.
Therefore, Point earned: 0. 3. Pertains to Gardening: The student’s answer clearly relates to
Gardens, as it mentions the garden’s sprinkling system. Point earned: 1. 4. Text makes sense:
The student’s answer is a coherent sentence that makes sense in the context of gardening. Point
earned: 1. 5. At most one sentence: The student’s answer is a single sentence, which meets the
requirement. Point earned: 1.

Grade: 3 out of 5.

The student’s answer demonstrates the use of red herring and pertains to gardening, but it does not
contain modus ponens. The text makes sense and is limited to a single sentence, which meets the
given criteria.

F.1.4 Mistakes with skill meaning (use of common English meaning)503

The following example is based on a real grading response by LLaMA-2-70B-Chat. Observe that504

the grader model interprets “complex question” by its meaning in colloquial English, rather than the505

meaning associated with logical fallacy.506

Sure, I’d be happy to help you grade the student’s answer. Here’s my evaluation using the given
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rubric:

1. Contains red herring: The student’s answer demonstrates red herring in the sentence, where Mrs.
Thompson diverts attention from the main issue at hand, so Point earned: 1. 2. Contains complex
question: The student’s answer contains the complex question asked by Mrs. Thompson, “How do you
reconcile your current career with what you dreamed of doing as a child?” Therefore, Point earned:
1. 3. Pertains to Gardening: The student’s answer clearly relates to Gardens, as it mentions the
garden’s sprinkling system. Point earned: 1. 4. Text makes sense: The student’s answer is a
coherent sentence that makes sense in the context of gardening. Point earned: 1. 5. At most one
sentence: The student’s answer is a single sentence, which meets the requirement. Point earned: 1.

Grade: 5 out of 5.

The student’s answer demonstrates the use of red herring and complex question. The text makes sense
and is limited to a single sentence, which meets the given criteria.

F.2 Failure cases with final prompt507

With our final prompt, most of the generation and grading work well. However, there are still failure508

cases, especially for relatively weaker models and larger k. Descriptions of some failure cases are509

below:510

• Model is unable to follow the instructions, e.g., unable to output “Answer:” before the text511

for generation, and unable to output the table for grading.512

• Model would directly use the word (name of skill) in the generation instead of demonstrating513

the skill514

• Some of the k skills are simply left out of the generation515

• Partially correct skills, e.g. logic skills where a premise was not explicitly stated, or the516

implication was partially wrong.517

We will now provide examples of these failure cases. Note that these examples are not real; instead,518

they are modeled off of real outputs from particular models and values of k. We do this to respect the519

release of 10 skills and 10 topics randomly sampled from out master list of skills and topics, to avoid520

potential “cramming” for SKILL-MIX .521

F.2.1 Unable to follow the instructions522

Falcon-180B-Chat sometimes does not follow the instructions for generation. This example below is523

inspired by a real response provided by Falcon-180B-Chat for k = 3:524

**Answer:**

Explanation: The **red herring** is shown in the first and second sentence, where Mrs. Thompson
diverts attention from the main issue at hand. The **spatial reasoning** is present in the second
sentence with the discussion of "how better plumbing routes could save water". The **self-serving
bias** is displayed in the second sentence where Mrs. Thompson "tried to deflect blame from personal
high water usage".

At the town meeting about the water shortage, Mrs. Thompson, who had recently installed a lavish
traditional gardening system in her yard sprinkler system to water her garden, blamed the town’s poor
plumbing for the crisis. While many were drawn into her spatial reasoning about how better plumbing
routes could save water, some recognized that her self-serving bias was evident, as she tried to
deflect blame from personal high water usage and onto the town’s infrastructure.

Here is another failure case inspired by a real response by LLaMA-2-7B-Chat for k = 4:525

Answer: Sure, I’d be happy to help you with that! Here’s an example of a minimal natural piece of
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text that illustrates multiple skills in semantics or syntax:

Explanation:

"At the town meeting about the water shortage, Mrs. Thompson, who had recently implemented a lavish
traditional gardening system in her yard, asked, "Given that our town’s plumbing is outdated and we
all want green spaces, shouldn’t we first consider overhauling our water distribution system?" While
many were drawn into her spatial reasoning about how better plumbing routes could save water, some
recognized that her self-serving bias was evident, as she tried to deflect blame from personal high
water usage and onto the town’s infrastructure."

This text demonstrates the following skills in semantics or syntax:

1. Red Herring: In the second sentence, during a discussion about a water shortage, Mrs. Thompson
introduces an irrelevant point to detract attention from her new gardening system.

2. Spatial Reasoning: In the second sentence, Mrs. Thompson uses spatial reasoning to discuss how
better plumbing routes could save water.

3. Self Serving Bias: In the second sentence, some towns members recognize that Mrs. Thompson
discusses plumbing routes in the first place stems from her need to maintain her self-esteem.

4. Complex Question: In the first sentence, Mrs. Thompson asks a question that indicates the
implicit assumption that everyone in the town wants green space.

Overall, this text shows how these skills in semantics or syntax can be applied in a natural and
coherent way in a short piece of text.

In these situations, models for grading may receive “**” or an empty string as the student’s answer.526

So they sometimes fail to output the table of points. The following is a typical failure case output by527

GPT-4:528

As the student’s answer was missing, I will unfortunately be unable to grade it or provide the
necessary feedback. Could you please provide me with the student’s answer?

F.2.2 Using the name of the skill directly in the text529

Here is an example inspired by real text generated by GPT-4. The requested skills are red herring,530

spatial reasoning, self serving bias, and complex question.531

Answer: "At the town meeting about the water shortage, Mrs. Thompson, who had recently implemented
a lavish traditional gardening system in her yard, asked, "Given that our town’s plumbing is outdated
and we all want green spaces, shouldn’t we first consider overhauling our water distribution system?"
While many were drawn into her spatial reasoning about how better plumbing routes could save water, a
few discerned it as a red herring and recognized that her self-serving bias was evident, as she tried
to deflect blame from personal high water usage and onto the town’s infrastructure."

F.2.3 Some of the k skills left out of the generation532

The example below is inspired by real text generated by LLaMA-2-70B-Chat for k = 3. The533

requested skills are metaphor, statistical syllogism, and red herring. The topic of interest is “Dueling.”534

Out of all the requested skills, only metaphor is present.535

Answer: "I’m not sure if I’ll duel tomorrow. My opponent’s six-shooter is a wild card, but my
queasy stomach and off-target aim may be liabilities.

F.2.4 Partially correct skills536

Here is an example inspired by real text generated by GPT-4. The requested skills are modus ponens,537

red herring, and metaphor.538

Answer: "If needles were the keys to crafting melodies, then every perfect stitch would be a note in
a harmonious symphony; but speaking of symphonies, have you ever noticed how the early bird’s song
sounds just like Mozart?"

F.2.5 Unclear if sentence grammatical539

Here is an example inspired by real text generated by GPT-4 with requested skill metaphor.540
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Answer: "Gardening, the mind’s soil yields a bouquet of confusion."

G Additional experimental results541

In this section, we test various instruction-tuned models (including the LLaMA-2 family, GPT family,542

Falcon-180B-Chat, Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1, Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1, and Qwen-14B-Chat) on their543

performance on SKILL-MIX for various k. (For details regarding our procedure, please see Appendix544

C and D.) For convenience, we use saturation point to denote the value of k at which a model’s score545

in SKILL-MIX drops off.546

We answer the following questions547

• What differences arise between grading by GPT-4 vs. LLaMA-2?548

• What is the effect of increasing k on SKILL-MIX performance? What is the saturation point549

for the instruction-tuned models?550

• What is the relationship between model scale and saturation point? We are particularly551

interested in answering this question for the family of LLaMA-2 models, since they share552

the same training set and methodology.553

Setup We evaluate various instruction-tuned models on SKILL-MIX (k) with k = 2, 3, 4. We554

continue to evaluate a model with k = 5 (potential also k = 6) if it does not saturate at k = 4. We555

use both GPT-4 and LLaMA-2-70B-Chat as Grader.556

For each SKILL-MIX (k), we evaluate all models on 30 (k skills, 1 topic) combinations. We provide557

each specific combination of k skills to the (Student) model on three instances (see Figure 2). Each of558

the three generated texts are also graded three times (to reduce the randomness caused by the Grader),559

in total creating nine grading results for each (k skills, 1 topic) (see Figure 3).560

Metrics Each generated text can receive up to k + 3 points: 1 point for each correctly illustrated561

skill, 1 point for sticking to the topic, 1 point for coherence / making sense, and 1 point for having at562

most k − 1 sentence. Recall that we grade each generated text three times. In each round of grading,563

we parse each of the criteria individually from the Grader model’s output. For each criterion, we then564

collect the majority vote among the three grading rounds. The voted points are then converted into565

various metrics of interest. We define the following metrics of interest as follows:566

• Ratio6 of Full Marks: 1 if all k + 3 points are earned, and 0 otherwise567

• Ratio of All Skills: 1 if k points are awarded for the k skills and at least 2 points are awarded568

for the remaining criteria (which allows “cheating” by exceeding sentence limit, not using569

topic, or not making sense), and 0 otherwise570

• Skill Fraction: the fraction of points awarded for the k skills if all 3 points are awarded for571

the remaining criteria, and 0 otherwise.572

• Total Score: sum of the individual points awarded573

• Total Skill Score: sum of the points awarded for the k skills574

• Rescaled Score:
(

c
k+3

)k+3

where c is the total score575

For each metric, the maximum value among the 3 generations is computed, and then averaged across576

the 30 combinations. We then take the maximum value of the metrics among the 3 generations for a577

given (k skill, 1 topic) combination, and average the maximum value across the 30 combinations.578

Differences in Grader Scores From Tables 1 and 5, we clearly observe that LLaMA-2 is a579

more generous grader than GPT-4. We also observe that when LLaMA-2 is used as the grader, it580

prefers generations outputted by the LLaMA-2 family. For example, across different metrics, GPT-4581

generally gives a higher score to Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 than to LLaMA-2-7B-Chat, but LLaMA-2582

grader gives a much higher score to LLaMA-2-7B-Chat than Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 for k ≥ 3.583

Overall, we found via spot-checking the output that GPT-4 is a more accurate and reliable grader584

than LLaMA-2.585

6This is called “ratio” because the metric is later averaged over the 30 combinations, even though this metric
is 0 and 1 for a single generation.
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Table 4: (Additional metrics) Performance of various instruction-tuned student (generating)
models on SKILL-MIX (k) graded by GPT-4. Total Score/Total Skill Score/Rescaled Score are
reported for each student model at k = 2, 3, 4.

Student (generator) k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6
LLaMA-2-7B-Chat 3.63/.87/.28 3.77/.93/.10 4.10/1.27/.06 -/-/- -/-/-
LLaMA-2-13B-Chat 3.87/1.33/.39 4.10/1.50/.17 4.87/1.97/.15 -/-/- -/-/-
LLaMA-2-70B-Chat 4.27/1.30/.52 4.37/1.43/.20 4.83/2.00/.11 -/-/- -/-/-
GPT-3.5-turbo 4.57/1.63/.72 4.70/1.80/.34 5.33/2.37/.23 -/-/- -/-/-
GPT-4 4.90/1.93/.93 5.73/2.73/.82 6.43/3.43/.63 7.20/4.23/.52 7.90/4.90/.40
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 3.80/1.23/.32 4.20/1.30/.15 4.37/1.73/.07 -/-/- -/-/-
Qwen-14B-Chat 4.03/1.13/.45 4.27/1.50/.19 4.63/1.73/.10 -/-/- -/-/-
Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 4.40/1.50/.61 5.17/2.37/.47 5.70/2.97/.37 6.10/3.47/.19 -/-/-
Falcon-180B-Chat 4.10/1.27/.47 4.37/1.47/.18 4.57/1.73/.10 -/-/- -/-/-

Increasing k degrades SKILL-MIX performance We observe that the ratio of full marks and586

the ratio of all skills can decrease dramatically when k increases. With the exception of GPT-4,587

GPT-3.5-turbo and Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1, all models saturate on or before k = 3 with GPT-4 grading.588

Amongst the small models, LLaMA-2-7B-Chat and Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 saturate at k = 2. Since589

LLaMA-2 is more generous, the saturation point is usually delayed by 1 for LLaMA-2 grading.590

Relationship between model scale and saturation point We find that as capacity increases on591

LLaMA-2, so does the saturation point. Observe that for LLaMA-2-7B-Chat, LLaMA-2-13B-Chat,592

LLaMA-2-70B-Chat, the saturation points (of GPT-4 grading) are k = 2, 3, and 3, respectively.593

Additionally, for any fixed k and metric type, higher model capacity corresponds to a better score594

amongst the LLaMA-2 model family. However, these observations do not necessarily hold true595

for models from different families. For example, Falcon-180B-Chat has more model parameters596

than Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1, yet the saturation point of Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 is higher than that of597

Falcon-180B-Chat, and Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 also outperforms Falcon-180B-Chat across all metrics598

for k = 2, 3, 4.599

A deviation from model rankings on popular LLM leaderboards Recent models (i.e., Falcon-600

180B-Chat, Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1, Qwen-14B-Chat, Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1) are often introduced601

with their performance evaluated on AlpacaEval or Hugging Face’s Open LLM Leaderboard (which602

contains ARC (Clark et al., 2018), HellaSwag (Zellers et al., 2019b), MMLU (Hendrycks et al.,603

2020), and TruthfulQA (Lin et al., 2021)), along with a comparison to the LLaMA-2 and GPT604

families. We find that their superior performance on those evaluations may not extend to SKILL-MIX :605

• Falcon-180B-Chat ranks higher than LLaMA-2-70B-Chat on Open LLM Leaderboard, but606

performs worse on SKILL-MIX for both GPT-4 and LLaMA-2 grading.607

• Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 takes on first place on AlpacaEval, beating GPT-4. However, Xwin-608

LM-70B-V0.1 is clearly worse than GPT-4 on SKILL-MIX .609

• Qwen-14B-Chat outperforms LLaMA-2-70B-Chat on MMLU, HumanEval (Chen et al.,610

2021) and GSM8K (Cobbe et al., 2021), but performs worse than LLaMA-2-70B-Chat for611

k = 2, 3, 4 with both GPT-4 and LLaMA-2 grading.612

• Mistral-7B-v0.1 outperforms LLaMA-2 13B on all benchmarks that the Mistral AI team613

tested. Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 (the model after instruction tuning) outperforms LLaMA-2-614

13B-Chat on MT-Bench (Zheng et al., 2023). Yet, the situation is reversed on SKILL-MIX .615

Differences between model ranking on popular LLM leaderboards vs. SKILL-MIX provide evidence of616

“cramming for the leaderboard”, further validating that SKILL-MIX is a good evaluation benchmark.617

H Best practices for SKILL-MIX ecosystem618

SKILL-MIX differs from most existing evaluations in two ways: (1) there is no dataset per se; instead,619

by using N skills and T topics, the tasks (prompts) are generated randomly on the fly from
(
N
k

)
T620

possible combinations; and (2) for moderate k, the task is not easy for humans to solve, or even to621

grade; at a minimum, high-quality human labor is needed.622
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Figure 4: Performance of various instruction-tuned student (generating) models on
SKILL-MIX (k) graded by GPT-4. For the accompanying table, see Table 1.
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Figure 5: (Additional metrics) Performance of various instruction-tuned student (generating)
models on SKILL-MIX (k) graded by GPT-4. For the accompanying table, see Table 4.
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Figure 6: Performance of various instruction-tuned student (generating) models on
SKILL-MIX (k) graded by LLaMA-2-70B-Chat. For the accompanying table, see Table 5.
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Table 5: Performance of various instruction-tuned student (generating) models on SKILL-MIX (k)
graded by LLaMA-2-70B-Chat. Ratio of Full Marks/Ratio of All Skills/Skill Fraction are reported
for each student model at k = 2, 3, 4. Evaluations on k = 5, 6 are skipped if the Ratio of Full Marks
drops below 0.3 with smaller k. Details on prompts can be found in Appendix C. See Table 6 for
additional metrics.

Student (generator) k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6
LLaMA-2-7B-Chat .53/.63/.72 .33/.50/.70 .13/.13/.66 -/-/- -/-/-
LLaMA-2-13B-Chat .63/.87/.73 .33/.63/.54 .33/.43/.74 .13/.17/.47 -/-/-
LLaMA-2-70B-Chat .90/.97/.93 .47/.50/.81 .40/.47/.75 .13/.23/.55 -/-/-
GPT-3.5-turbo .77/.80/.83 .53/.53/.77 .33/.33/.71 .20/.40/.62 -/-/-
GPT-4 .90/.93/.92 .87/.87/.94 .57/.60/.87 .63/.67/.90 .27/.33/.77
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 .53/.80/.67 .17/.33/.44 .03/.23/.31 -/-/- -/-/-
Qwen-14B-Chat .60/.70/.68 .37/.47/.59 .30/.33/.60 .17/.20/.53 -/-/-
Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 .83/.90/.88 .67/.80/.81 .43/.57/.75 .27/.43/.69 -/-/-
Falcon-180B-Chat .53/.63/.65 .30/.33/.61 .03/.17/.49 -/-/- -/-/-

Table 6: (Additional metrics) Performance of various instruction-tuned student (generating)
models on SKILL-MIX (k) graded by LLaMA-2-70B-Chat. Total Score/Total Skill Score/Rescaled
Score are reported for each student model at k = 2, 3, 4.

Student (generator) k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6
LLaMA-2-7B-Chat 4.33/1.57/.66 5.10/2.40/.51 5.67/2.77/.32 -/-/- -/-/-
LLaMA-2-13B-Chat 4.57/1.90/.74 5.03/2.50/.51 6.17/3.30/.52 5.67/3.10/.21 -/-/-
LLaMA-2-70B-Chat 4.90/1.97/.93 5.43/2.47/.64 6.03/3.20/.53 5.97/3.37/.26 -/-/-
GPT-3.5-turbo 4.63/1.73/.82 5.27/2.37/.64 5.77/2.87/.46 6.73/4.03/.38 -/-/-
GPT-4 4.80/1.90/.92 5.83/2.83/.90 6.50/3.53/.70 7.50/4.53/.73 7.73/5.00/.42
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 4.47/1.80/.67 4.30/1.83/.32 4.87/2.47/.18 -/-/- -/-/-
Qwen-14B-Chat 4.33/1.60/.69 4.60/2.10/.48 5.40/2.70/.41 5.77/3.00/.25 -/-/-
Xwin-LM-70B-V0.1 4.83/1.90/.89 5.63/2.80/.77 6.07/3.33/.57 6.83/4.10/.44 -/-/-
Falcon-180B-Chat 4.07/1.47/.63 4.87/2.00/.44 4.90/2.23/.20 -/-/- -/-/-

However, note that a dataset of O(T log T+N logN) random prompts and corresponding productions623

already expose (with high probability) the full set of skills and topics, as well as many interesting624

ways to combine them. Preliminary results (the final paper will have a more definitive study) suggest625

that fine-tuning on such a dataset of synthetic productions can improve scores on SKILL-MIX . Since626

the goal of our evaluation is to test general-purpose text generation capability rather than ability on627
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Figure 7: (Additional metrics) Performance of various instruction-tuned student (generating)
models on SKILL-MIX (k) graded by LLaMA-2-70B-Chat. For the accompanying table, see Table
6.
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the particular skills and topics, we propose to release only a random subset of 10% of skills and628

topics.629

But, ultimately, one needs an evaluation ecosystem. This might consist of independent research630

groups developing versions of SKILL-MIX (in other words, tests that are chosen randomly from a631

high number of potential questions) with very different sets of skills and topics, including basic skills632

related to science, economics, law, etc. Releasing a random subset of, say, 10% of the skills and633

topics of a new evaluation gives the rest of the world an idea of what it tests –and how it is reasonably634

distinct from other existing evaluations– while retaining its difficulty. If the research groups are seen635

as trustworthy, this ecosystem’s continuous assessment of AI capabilities might become important636

inputs into policy discussions in the future.637

Difficulty of grading An open question in the above picture is how to grade harder versions of638

SKILL-MIX in the future. The obvious idea is to use the current champion model for the evaluation639

(provided the model retains no memory of its past interactions). But, a natural question arises:640

whether to trust the champion’s grade for itself. This relates to an interesting debate in pedagogy641

(Bloom et al., 1956; Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Forehand, 2005): Which is harder: to ace the642

exam or to grade it well? While the answer may seem obvious in quantitative or scientific fields (i.e.,643

acing is harder), this wasn’t obvious in other fields. Today it is more broadly accepted that grading644

is indeed easier7, which suggests that the champion can probably grade itself (assuming the model645

retains no memory of past interactions), Human spot-checking seems advisable. In our experience,646

GPT-4’s grading capabilities for a particular k seem to be better than its SKILL-MIX score on the647

same k; we plan to further investigate this relationship in future work. On a related note, we found648

that human spot-checking becomes much easier and more accurate if the grader includes reasoning649

for grading decisions.650

651

7But the variance we saw among human graders on our SKILL-MIX reminds us of the difficulty of grading
exams where there is no obvious best answer.
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